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	enterFactsOfCase: The worker submitted a request for a determination of worker status in regard to services performed for the firm from July 2020 to February 2021 as a dog groomer. The services performed included grooming services. The firm issued the worker Form 1099-NEC for 2020-2021. The worker filed Form SS-8 as they believe they were misclassified.The firm’s response states its business is dog grooming. The worked was engaged as a dog groomer.  The services performed included dog grooming. The worker was classified as an independent contractor as they determined the hours and days worked. The worker used their own equipment and supplies. The worker could hire a bather or assistant if needed. The worker had the ability to set final pricing. Services were performed under an independent contractor agreement. The firm submitted a signed copy of the independent contractor’s agreement for review.The firm states there was no training or instructions provided to the worker. The worker was already experienced in this occupation. The worker had brought some of her own customers to the firm. The worker would book herself appointments with customers when answering the phones as well as other groomers offering the worker their customers. The worker determined the methods by which the work assignments were performed. The worker was responsible if any problems or complaints arose. However, she could ask for assistance from the firm. No reports or meetings were required of the worker. Services were performed on the firm’s premises. The worker’s schedule was determined by the number of appointments they had. The firm had provided the worker with a key so the worker could come and go as they wanted. The firm required the worker to personally perform the services. The worker was responsible for the hiring and paying of substitutes or helpers. According to the worker, the worker received training on the firm’s point of sale system and operations of the firm. The firm provided work assignments and determined the methods by which those assignments were performed. The worker was required to keep a log of how many services were provided and income made. Meetings were required by the firm. The firm was responsible for the hiring and paying of substitutes or helpers. The firm states they provided the worker with space to perform the grooming. The firm provided the worker with access to shampoo, driers, and tables if available. The firm encouraged the worker to have their own. The worker provided their own shears, blades, clippers, etc. The worker did not lease space, equipment, or a facility. The worker incurred the expense of whatever the worker determined they needed to perform the services. The firm did not reimburse the worker for any expenses. Customers paid the firm. The worker was paid a commission rate of pay plus tips; a drawing account for advances was not allowed. The economic loss or financial risk to the worker was the firm required the worker to obtain insurance. The establishment of the level of payment for the services provided was the recommended industry base price. The worker determined the final price to the customers. The firm did not carry worker’s compensation insurance on the worker. The worker states the firm provided shampoo, towels, dryers, tables, and tubs. The worker provided their own grooming supplies. The worker incurred the expense of maintenance of the grooming equipment. Economic loss or financial risk to the worker was potential medical or veterinary bills. The firm established the level of payment for the services provided.The firm states there were no benefits extended to the worker. The work relationship could be terminated by either party without incurring liability or penalty. There was a non-compete between the parties. The firm represented the worker a groomer to their customers. Services were performed under the firm’s business name. The relationship between the parties ended when the worker did not show up for scheduled grooms and the independent contractors agreement ended. The worker states they received the benefit of bonuses. The relationship between the parties ended when the firm terminated the worker.
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